
THE NEW DECEPTION - A LESSON IN BETRAYAL

The following is my opinion, based on years of research, life experience and real
world evidence.

As we climb up the Mountain of Truth, we will inevitably encounter many
teachers, tricksters and pied pipers along the way. Each one will have a new
nugget of wisdom to impart on us, in our never ending journey of truth-seeking.
We add these new pieces of knowledge to our toolbox and use them to help



understand the bigger picture as we scale up the mountain. With the new tools,
awareness and knowledge that we attain on our journey, comes a new
understanding of not only what lies ahead, but how to navigate more effectively
and efficiently.

But we must be ever so cautious, as these teachers will also feed us new lies,
mixed in with their truths. You see, they don’t actually want us to reach the top of
the mountain, so they’ll do their best to send us off on a different path. They will
put forks in the road, cause confusion and lead us astray. Around every new
bend and slope up the mountain, we run into another wand waving magician,
looking to grain our trust.

Along the way, each of these false prophets will show us why and how the
previous pied piper was deceiving us. We may not necessarily see the deception
of each teacher until we receive the knowledge of the next one. Only then, after
we process and reflect, can we look back down the mountain and understand
why our previous thinking was wrong.

The most successful of these tricksters are the ones that show us a lot of truth
and the ones that align with our personality types. What might be obvious to you,
may not be so obvious to me. Knowing this, the power structure has placed all
different types of swindlers on the mountain. The best deceivers are the ones
that gain our trust by aligning with our personal biases and current understanding
of “how things are.”

These are the ones we should be the MOST careful with, even though we may
learn a lot from them. They will use all sorts of methods to seduce us while they
teach us important lessons. We can find a lot of value in their teachings, but at
the same time, we must also learn to understand that they may be polluting our
minds with new lies. These new lies will lead to new false leads and rabbits to
chase. But if we chase the rabbit for too long, we’ll find ourselves far away from
the path we were on and may even end up further down the mountain.

This is why we must learn to follow our internal truth compass and let it guide us
up the mountain, rather than allow others to show us the way. They may appear
to be helpful but they will ultimately slow us down.



They may also choose not to reveal their hand until much later in the game. They
gain our trust by helping us, but only to lead us onto a new path, and then betray
us after we have invested our time and energy into following them.

What is important to learn on this journey up the mountain is the concept of
NON-ATTACHMENT.

We must learn to appreciate what the deceivers taught us while recognizing the
new layers of deception that we didn’t see before. We must then learn to discard
them and continue on our path, not theirs. Our path becomes clear when we
follow our compass (intuition) and do our own research, instead of relying on
them to do it for us.

In the COVID-19 PsyOp we learned quickly that the deceivers at the base of the
mountain were lying about a “virus” that jumped from a bat to a human and
started a Global Pandemic. Some of us knew it right away because those lies
were obvious. We then ran into new fear merchants who wanted to sell us lies
about Gain of Function and Lab Leaked Bioweapons. Those lies were less
obvious but still pretty easy to figure out.

As we scale up the mountain, the tricks become more clever and the lies more
difficult to navigate. The mountain’s paths become steep and windy and more
dangerous. Perhaps we may also encounter heavy vegetation that makes it
difficult to see because our vision has been clouded.

Indeed, they have attempted to misdirect us with Spike Proteins, Variants, mRNA
Gene Alteration, Nano-Bots, White-Hats, Patents, Aliens, Graphene Oxide,
Antibody Dependent Enhancement, etc. etc. etc.

Many times the teachers will combine forces and attempt to convince us to “join
their movement” or sign up for their seminars and workshops. Do it for the cause.
Join the resistance. They will always represent themselves as being on our side
in “the fight for truth” against the “system.”

We can learn valuable lessons from them, and we should welcome their
teachings. We should listen to their lectures and read their books. But we must



also understand that the Kaufmans, the Cowans, and even the beloved Lankas
will eventually betray us.

But how? How do we discern?

We can only learn along the way. The further up the mountain we go, the easier it
becomes to recognize some of their formats and strategies. Once we understand
a few simple concepts, it becomes very easy.

One of the biggest red flags is FILM. Film is one of the most effective
Propaganda tools. Whenever we see a slick production, we should be extremely
skeptical right off the bat.

Some other red flags are when the teachers are served to us on a silver platter,
or when they are thrust into our consciousness as “thought leaders” or “experts.”

Perhaps they have something to sell us, or perhaps they are gaining a
“following.” When these folks “arrive on the scene” and suddenly everyone is
aware of them, that’s another red flag.

We should also beware of manufactured division, infighting, Celebrity Truthers
with Follow buttons on their Facebook pages or those who “make the rounds”
giving interviews to all the same so called “alternative” media outlets. They’re all
part of the network, and even though some of them may not even know it, they
serve the elite globalist agenda.

The higher up the mountain we go, the more clever their techniques become.
Sometimes we don’t see it immediately, because we think they’re not guarding
the gates that lead to the top of the mountain. This is because we still have more
to learn and unlearn, so they seem sincere and authentic, based on our current
level of understanding and awareness.

Now we have a new Film to question. So, what’s the angle here? Where is the
swerve? Hard to say without seeing the film, but it seems these folks will try to
funnel us into a new deception.
.



I suspect they may try to employ new theories, recycled ones, or perhaps
eventually even some trashy New Age concepts and pseudoscience. But even
without watching the film, what do we know about it?
.
We know that it is being promoted and pimped / produced by True Healing
Conference.
.
Whoever these folks are, they seem to be promoting a new scam, something
they call “The New Biology.”
.
Brought to you by Dr. Thomas Cowan and Dr. Andrew Kauffman.
.
Well, I had relied on these gentlemen in the early days of the fake pandemic for
information about Virology. I read Thomas Cowan’s book, I watched their
interviews and lectures.
.
At some point I stopped sharing their information because it became obvious that
they were part of the network, they just hadn’t revealed themselves yet. But it
was clear that there was a setup coming, and now it has been revealed.
.
"Join us to learn about the Amazing Healing Power of Water, Tuning the Human
Biofield, Cymatics, Orgone energy, Holographic Bio-Photons and the inherent
healing forces of life.”
.
Here we go. Surely they will have new, expensive products and more
pseudoscience to sell us. No doubt they will tour the country, speaking at
conferences and selling lots of tickets. So feel free to look up some of those
terms and do your own research. You can start at WikiPedia but don’t just trust
WikiPedia, because they are liars, too. WikiPedia should only be used as a
starting point and only with extreme skepticism. But you can find nuggets of truth
buried in the mountain of mainstream spin at WikiPedia as well. We must look for
the misdirects and use discernment.
.
Orgone - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orgone
Cymatics - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cymatics
.

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FOrgone%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1pNm7XLMYN3U-AElS_gNJJ95Nb4aehiSnTBUWvvp709vf8bYsdAUZAYck&h=AT0VYe00ElDJk8JB0Wdf3ZHU4fLsG13AleLL9rfI8cfIqvuLeViX6I9kyxnitE9a5yY_aWlWikzuwvcFNuLwCElOegrxoNgbVJ0fFaliuzileHcLiN9ScOtxgvRyMmOJ45WyhOk&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT06yVeNxJ4afEwYPvjUI7s31z2Tz4RgbRgKs-PJc-EVJsWjX2Y9U7g7RkjNO7-Od2UqOEa4VunmLWTgt7VwfZK6PPlur3vNjVQqXZA87gpaaJ73_wOo9FiR-i0wZuh-NjVgr-yy2yCMt8ui1idkDihASZg
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FCymatics%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3Hlsz_D6jrBqO8y9AHwgrzmb8pXor3gGQKNAmSxBwCHl7QLCIBuqS-wro&h=AT29NR2XFiO1ZmNNDMwDbhJOuLLugjNZD1tUv_rs-0fEWAaUW7FadFtSmb9MkXZd161HwsbmtzORbBNaUJxI09_x4MAfzQeVCavAV1hmd0pBrRjfSm756rsSgAjlAW8ULTMN97U&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT06yVeNxJ4afEwYPvjUI7s31z2Tz4RgbRgKs-PJc-EVJsWjX2Y9U7g7RkjNO7-Od2UqOEa4VunmLWTgt7VwfZK6PPlur3vNjVQqXZA87gpaaJ73_wOo9FiR-i0wZuh-NjVgr-yy2yCMt8ui1idkDihASZg


From their About Me Page, we can learn quickly that they will be hosting a
Conference in a few weeks and you can join for anywhere between $50 - $150
dollars for the Livestream.
.
Good Health isn’t free, didn’t you know that?
.
The best way to discredit the truth after all, is to give it to liars and clowns and let
them do their jobs. They will embarrass us and discredit us along the way. Is
there no more qualified clown to do this, than David Icke? What a perfect agent
to align with in order to discredit the rest of us.

So why are they doing this? Because they’re still guarding the gates, that’s why.
They don’t really want us to know what causes illness and disease or to discover
the real keys to healthy living. They want to sell more products and half-truths.
They want our money. What other gates are they guarding? Perhaps they don’t
want us to know the truth about DNA as well. Perhaps they don’t want us to
understand how truly powerful we really are, because if we understand that, then
the gravy train comes to a grinding halt.

As we continue up the mountain we will discover new gates that we didn’t even
know existed. We think we can see the summit but once we reach it with a new
perspective, we realize that we’re only half the way there. There's another
mountain to climb behind this one, we just didn't see it before.

These characters will do everything they can to divert, distract and mislead us,
while pretending that they are on our side. Rest assured, one by one - they will
betray us.



So they spent over a year gaining our trust and now that they have presented
themselves as our allies and have helped us to unlearn some of the lies and
propaganda about Germ Theory and the pseudoscience of Virology, they will
insist that we must replace the previous lies with new lies and follow them as
they show us the way and teach us about their new theories, representing these
as the truth. But remember - that path only leads us further away from the
summit.

We don’t need new lies to replace the old ones. So beware and be careful when
they try to sell us a new paradigm or spin us off into New Age Concepts or new
illusions. I suspect some of these folks will try to seduce and corrupt us with
German New Medicine concepts, for example.

We’ve made it so far up the mountain, they must misdirect us and dazzle us, yet
again. Yes, some (not all), helped us understand the fraud of Virology and the lie
of Germ Theory. We can be grateful for those lessons. But their betrayal began
awhile ago and now it has become obvious as they reveal themselves with this
film and their new conference and movement.

The time has come to discard them. Toss them into the trash where they belong.
By all means take the time to listen to their new BS, but ultimately we must cast
them into the fire.

“But how can you say that, without knowing what it is?”

The same way I knew that Plandemic was limited hangout, propaganda trash
before I even watched it. These operations will always have a certain quality,
style and production to them. They use the same templates and propaganda
techniques.

Just look at their website, for starters. Look at their network and who they align
with…learn to recognize the deception.

Look at the filmmaker’s previous film “Dirt Rich” for a clue.

Marcelina Cravat is the daughter of Hollywood Actor Nick Cravat. Her film Dirt



Rich “explores solutions to reverse the effects of global warming by re-stabilizing
safe atmospheric carbon levels by returning carbon to the soil."

In other words, she has a documented history of producing propaganda films.

It should have been obvious once Dr. Kauffman hosted Alex Jones’s trashy Info
Wars show that he would double-cross and discredit us with a new layer of
deception. It should have been even more obvious once they started associating
with UN Globalist Puppet Sacha Stone.

Even one of my favorites, Dr. Sam Bailey has proven that she is but a cute little
Gatekeeper. Her lessons have been worthwhile along the way – and I’m grateful
for those lessons – and I still recommend Virus Mania to those who are
comfortably fast asleep and dreaming.



But it’s time to discard her as well. We are too far up the mountain now. We have
learned too much. Sesame Street is great for children, but eventually, when we
grow up and mature, it’s no longer interesting and we don’t learn anything from
Big Bird anymore.

Regarding German New Medicine as an example (and new paradigms in
general), a fellow researcher writes:
.
“They [GNM] say the physical body creates a disease after an emotional shock to the psyche as
a means to transfer the pain to the body to relieve the psyche, giving it a chance to resolve the
trauma.
.
That makes no sense.
.
It's not like you're going to forget about the emotional stress and that pain will magically go
away.
.
So by sound logic, the physical corresponding disease will DOUBLE your pain and suffering.
.
German new medicine correctly identifies the fraud of germ theory and by which they trojan
horse their way into serious health discussion only to replace germ theory with what amounts to
a modern variation of demon possession.
Before germ theory demonic possession of some kind going back to antiquity was considered
the cause of disease.

And so the clown priests  of religion enjoyed positions of authority concerning human health.

Along comes germ theory with its quasi scientific white coat patina and steals the show,
replacing the clown in the priestly robes with the sanitized white coat doctors of allopathic
medicine who are nonetheless equal in deception and clown logic.

Allopathic medicine stole the show from an openly faith based understanding of disease
.
German New Medicine is an attempt to steal that show back…
....
...If one poisons oneself with species inappropriate, garbage food, drugs/meds and substance
abuse of all kinds one will manifest a state of physical disease.
Conversely, the only way to clarify and prevent disease is to remove these causes and let the
body detoxify and repair.

It is that simple.



Any attempt to complexify this reality is no doubt a measure of deceptive manipulation designed
to create a problem for which is provided a solution for sale.

The human body requires no help performing the process of healing (other than the providence
of clean, whole, species appropriate energy/food and avoidance of toxic substances).

In fact all forms of so called "healing arts" are nothing but more convoluted symptom
suppression techniques mistaken for cure and/or deification of the ego as master of healing by
power of faith.

We don't need to discover how to heal with 5 biological laws, seven steps to homeostasis,
biofield energy manipulation or figuring out the right structure of water to consume.

The only thing the human body demands from us is clean species appropriate food, the
essential elements of clean water, air, sunlight, appropriate sleep and of course no toxic
substances of any kind.

That's how one clarifies and avoids all disease and it's no more complicated than that.

The body is the teacher.

Nature is the Master.

We need to realize the elder energies of our eternal root, to take a step BACK into the forgotten
and flawless genius of nature itself.

Our ignorance of the angelic nature and innate wisdom of our Body and its role as the root of
our spiritual well being while focusing upon a worship of the ego and its convoluted attempts to
reinvent something that already works to perfection are the root of our troubles here on Earth.

These "New" Paradigms are nothing but a repackaging of a Narcissistic affliction that has
plagued humanity since antiquity: an unhealthy unwillingness to accept responsibility for our
actions and instead manifest delusional models which treat the symptoms of our ignorance as
the path to homeostasis.

Stop treating symptoms.

Start Removing cause.

This simplicity of human health at this point is so novel an idea that perhaps it has become the
True New."



This eloquent explanation highlights how deceivers will hijack the truth, mix it up
in confusion and lies, and then repackage it and sell us the same old lies with a
shiny new twist.

The Cowans and Kaufmans now want to sell us a new theory to latch onto, which
they call "The New Biology." I suspect they will employ some German New
Medicine concepts and wrap it all up in more nonsense and diversion. Whether
it’s German New Medicine, New Biology or something else, all it really is – is
NEW DECEPTION.

Surely the natural tendency for some, will be to run and support these folks in
their new venture. Many will jump at the chance to give them money to "support
the cause." These instincts are normal, natural. Because these psyop-puppets
prey on our most honorable and genuine human characteristics, and because we
didn't understand the ubiquity and depth of deceit, we are unwitting victims. Until
we're not.

Once we understand the mechanisms and intricate details of the psyop and its
multiple layers of deception, we begin to recognize the same patterns within the
new agents, as we saw in the previous ones.

Once we understand the template, we can apply it to those we encounter as we
climb the mountain. Have you heard the prolific voices on social media who cry in
despair about the conversation of controlled opposition? They scurry like
cockroaches every time it comes up, running to defend the network of deceivers
– calling it controversial and antithetical to the movement, or “dangerous to the
community.”

They want us to believe that these conversations disperse and divide the
resistance. That is gaslighting, and if you've said it, you've unconsciously
adopted it. The ultimate truths of our reality are ready and waiting for those of us
who won't allow tricksters and gatekeepers to thwart our ascent.


